Instructions for preparation

The purpose of the abstract is to define the precise subject of the presentation. No acknowledgements, figures or references should be included.

Underline the author(s) making the presentation. This author will be considered the key person for all contact about the paper. Include all co-authors names, affiliations and addresses for general correspondence (including email address) above the abstract text and below the title.

A brief written personal profile (maximum 100 words) is required from the presenting author. Please forward the profile with the abstract submission.

SAMPLE: SMITH John, currently works as a Staff Development Educator with the Mental Health Nursing Research and Education Unit, Glenside Campus, in Adelaide. His area of interest is the Prevention and Management of Aggressive Behaviour in the workplace and Critical Incident Stress Debriefing. He has been involved extensively in consultation, ongoing development and facilitation of Aggression Management training workshops and the provision of debriefing services and training across a wide range of health and other occupational settings in both the public and private sector.

Abstract specifications  (See Style Guide supplied page 3)

Font: Times New Roman 12pt
Title: BOLD CAPS, centred
Authors: Italics, centred, presenter underlined if more than one author, authors’ affiliations listed below
Text Body: Regular, single-spaced, justified
Spacing: One line space under title and between author details and body of text
Length: maximum one x A4 page, inclusive of title and author details
Margins: minimum of 2.5cm margins all round
Stream: Identify the preferred stream for the paper
Blind Copy: Include one abstract copy with the author name and institution omitted

Saving and naming your file

Save as a Word document. Please delete this instruction page. Name the file sma followed by the first five letters of the surname of the presenting author, followed by the author’s first initial. For example ‘smacitizj.doc’ for an abstract with the presenting author John Citizen.

Options for abstract submission - (Note: Email submission is preferred)

By email – send as a single email attachment to email address, smaanz@bond.edu.au
By mail – on CD with printed copy to the Conference Administrator, Glen Tunks.

For further assistance

Contact the Conference Administrator
Glen Tunks
Faculty of Health Sciences and Medicine
Bond University QUEENSLAND AUSTRALIA 4229
Tel: +61 7 55955497 Fax: +61 7 55954480
Email: gttunks@bond.edu.au
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Suggested stream:

Complete name and mailing address of the author who will make the presentation/workshop

Name:
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Postal Address:

Tel:
Fax:
Email:

PRESENTER PROFILE:

FAMILY NAME IN 12PT BOLD CAPS. First Name/Family name in regular bold

SMITH. John Smith currently works as a Staff Development Educator …..

IMPORTANT POINTS FOR AUTHORS TO NOTE:

• The preparation and supply of any handouts or other materials used in any presentation will be the responsibility of the presenter(s)

• As a commitment to attend and support the conference, accepted presenters will be expected to register and pay, either for the full-time program or the day of their presentation

• All costs to attend the conference must be met by presenters
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READ AND DELETE: Include your abstract introduction here / regular 12pt / justified. The purpose of the abstract is to define the precise subject of the presentation for potential inclusion into the program. No acknowledgements, figures or references should be included.

READ AND DELETE: Abstracts must be submitted as Microsoft Word documents. All authors should be listed with their affiliations (as above). If more than one author, the presenting author should be underlined. Margins are to be minimum of 2.5cms. Maximum length, one x A4 page inclusive of title and author details.

READ AND DELETE: Abstracts must be received by Wednesday 1 July 2009. All abstracts will be reviewed and the author nominated on the submission form informed of acceptance status by Monday 3 August 2009.

Include preferred stream.

Indicate Paper or Workshop.

Include your blind copy on the next page.
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ALL CAPS 12pt / bold / centred

Abstract text regular 12pt / justified.

Include preferred stream.

Indicate Paper or Workshop

Please choose your preferred presentation stream from the list below:

- Special populations (e.g., gender)
- Sport marketing and technology
- Sport governance and policy
- Community sport development
- Elite sport development
- Volunteers
- Sport events
- Sport economics and finance
- Sport law
- Sport tourism
- Professional sport leagues and sport globalisation
- HR issues in sport
- Sport spectators/consumer behaviour
- Other: please specify